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“ADOPT A BURMESE TRADE UNIONIST:”
STANDING TOGETHER WITH THE BURMESE PEOPLE
FOR DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

The Burmese people have for 50 years been 
living under a military dictatorship. The dissidents 
showing great courage have succeeded in 
stimulating the interest of the international 
community.
Buddhist monks, students of the 8888 revolt, the 
leader of the National League for Democracy 
(NLD), Aung San Suu Kyi, Nobel Peace Prize in 
1991, are some of these heroes of democracy.
Other heroes, perhaps less famous, are the trade 
unionists of the FTUB that were forced into exile 
in neighboring Thailand, enter and leave the 
country illegally, risking their freedom and their 
lives to promote workers’ rights.

The campaign “Adopt a Burmese Trade Unionist” 
has been promoted by CISL and ISCOS to 
create solidarity and partnership between the 
structures of CISL and FTUB, to contribute to the 
strengthening of internal trade union presence 
and to strengthen democratic initiatives of trade 
unions on Burmese territory. Through the work of 
union activists and supported by the campaign, 
we intend to promote training and sensitization of 
workers, as well as documenting forced labor, land 
grab, and heavy working conditions, particularly in 

the construction and infrastructure sector.
Since June 2011, 35 CISL structures have 
“adopted” 27 Burmese trade unionists and labor 
activists who have received timely and concrete 
financial support for the difficult and dangerous 
work they have been carrying out. 

The campaign has led to the creation and 
registration of the following trade unions: 
Myanmar Industrial Trade Union, Myanmar 
Farmers and Agriculture Union, Myanmar Textile 
and Garment Union (province of Bago) and the 
factory’s trade union Tay Yi in the industrial zone 
of Rangoon.
Ronnie Than Lwin, FTUB’s  vice president, 
expressed his gratitude in a letter to CISL and 
ISCOS: “Thank you for your continued support to 
the campaign Adopt a Burmese trade unionist.
This campaign is very important for us not only for 
the financial support to our clandestine operators 
who work in extremely difficult situations, but also 
to renew our friendship and relationship with CISL 
and ISCOS. [...] We hope that this initiative will 
continue since it is crucial to strengthen our hard 
work that aims to allow people to organize and 
promote workers’ rights in the country.”
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